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In an earlier paper, the conservative and minimal bound to the cross- 
correlation terms between estimation error and a random forcing function was 
presented. That bound was found to be a particular linear combination of the 
estimation error covariance and the forcing function covariance involving a 
free scalar parameter. The bound was then substituted for the cross-correlation 
terms in the differential equation for the estimation error covariance matrix 
in order to approximate its behavior between discrete measurement times. 
The time history of the free parameter which minimized a linear combination 
of the elements of the estimated covariance matrix at the next measurement 
time was found as the noniterative solution to an optimal control problem with 
a matrix state. 
In this paper, necessary and sufficient conditions are presented for the 
problem of minimizing a linear combination of the elements of the approximated 
estimation error covariance at the end of an interval in which are linearly 
incorporated a finite number of discrete vector measurements corrupted by 
white and/or correlated measurement noise. Although the determination of 
the optimal trajectory in general requires iteration, a particularly simple 
algorithm is presented. Numerical results are presented for the case of a 
satellite in a highly elliptic orbit about a model Earth. 
* The work presented in this paper was supported by the National Aeronautics 
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The application of optimal linear filter theory to situations in which the 
state forcing function is correlated with the state in an unknown way can 
present serious problems. In particular, if the cross-correlation terms are 
ignored, the filter covariance matrix tends to become smaller (in a positive 
definite sense) than the true covariance matrix with the result that the filter 
gains drop below their optimal values and good measurement information 
is discarded. It is the purpose of this paper to present a method for the 
conservative approximation of the estimation error covariance matrix over a 
period of time including several discrete measurement incorporations. By 
using in the filter a conservative approximation to the true estimation error 
covariance matrix, the above-mentioned “divergence” problem may be 
avoided. The method to be described requires knowledge of a conservative 
bound on the covariance matrix of the state forcing function. However, since 
that covariance is a physically meaningful quantity containing a relatively 
small amount of information, it is possible to provide a reasonable bound on 
its value with a little insight into the physical processes producing that 
forcing function. Of particular importance is the fact that the method 
described in the sequel does not require a postulation of the form of the 
autocorrelation of the forcing function, a quantity containing much more 
information and therefore much harder to estimate. 
The minimal conservative bound on the sum of the cross correlations - 
between two random-variable vectors e and f, eF + feT, has been shown to 
be of the form M(A) [l], where 
- .- 
M(A) = heeT + F/A, h>O (1) 
and the overbar denotes ensemble average. The minimal nature of the form 
M(X) implies that given any conservative approximation (in the technical - - 
sense of [l]) to eF + feT, C, , there is a positive scalar A, such that 
In this paper, (I) will be used for two purposes: 
(i) as a minimal conservative approximation to cross-correlation terms 
in the estimation error covariance matrix differential equation in order to 
provide a conservative estimate of the estimation error covariance between 
discrete measurements; 
(ii) as a minimal conservative approximation to the change in estima- 
tion error covariance due to the linear incorporation of a discrete measure- 
ment containing correlated measurement noise. 
1 A > I3 implies that (A - B) is positive semidefinite. 
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The use of (1) for the above purposes over a time interval including several 
discrete measurement incorporations introduces the problem of choosing a 
scalar time function and several scalar and matrix parameters. In the sequel, 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the optimality of that scalar function 
and those parameters are derived to minimize a linear combination of the 
elements of the estimated estimation error covariance matrix at the final 
time. In addition, a simple efficient algorithm for the numerical solution of the 
resulting two-point boundary-value problem is presented, together with 
numerical results for the problem of a satellite in a highly eccentric orbit 
about a model Earth. 
1. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
Given the n-dimensional-state differential equation 
ir =Fx + f. (1.1) 
f is a measurable stochastic process with a finite mean-square value at all 
times. It is assumed that the time structure of f is unknown, but an upper 
limit on its mean-square value as a function of time is known. F is assumed 
continuously differentiable, but this is a fairly strong condition which may be 
relaxed, e.g., the deterministic differential equations implied in the analysis 
have unique solutions if F is merely locally integrable. The estimate of the 
state, j;, is propagated in the usual way: 
In addition, 1 discrete measurements are made of the form 
and are linearly incorporated into the state estimate at times t, through 
t, . zR is measurement noise made up of two components; wk , which is zero 
mean, finite variance and is uncorrelated with all other random noises, and 
vK , which has unknown correlation properties but a finite mean-square value. 
Define the error in the state estimate to be 
e=%-x. (1.3) 
Then the covariance of the state estimation errors P = eer satisfies the 
differential equation 
- 
p=FP+PFT-a-feT. (1.4) 
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It has been shown [1] that 
Add= + @/A 2 df= + fd=. 
By substituting d = -e into (1.5), it follows that 
U-5) 
-- 
heeT + ffT/h > -efT - feT. (l-6) 
Substitution of (1.6) into (1.4) gives 
P<FP+PF=+~P+Q/~~, (1.7) 
- 
where Q 3 ffT, the covariance of the forcing function. In view of (1.7), p, 
a conservative approximation to P, can be found between the measurement 
times t, and t, , t, < t, , by the integration of 
with p(ta) > P(t,). 
Because of the incorporation of measurement data containing white noise, 
the estimation error will contain a component which is uncorrelated with f. 
In order to decrease the degree of conservatism of the estimation error 
covariance approximation, it would seem prudent to use (1.8) only to approx- 
imate the covariance of the estimation error component whose correlation 
properties are in doubt. To this end, define e, to be the component of estima- 
tion error arising from white noise processes and ed to be the remaining 
component of the error. It follows that the total estimation error covariance 
is given by 
P = enenT + eded=. 
The two covariances satisfy the differential equations 
d- - -- 
z enenT = FeneaT f enenTFT 
d-.-e.. - __ -- 
- ededT = Fe,e,= + ededTFT - e,fT - fed=. dt 
A conservative estimate of the true estimation error covariance matrix 
between the successive measurement imes t, and t, , t, < t, , is given by 
P, + Pd , where 
I’, = FP, + PnFT, (1.9) 
P, = FP, + PdFT -+ APd + Q/A, (1.10)2 
e Although its interpretation is entirely different, a similar equation was derived 
for the propagation of a set containing the true state by Schweppe [2] in his work on 
unknown but bounded models. 
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with 
x > 0. 
Note that P, is the true value of the uncorrelated covariance matrix while 
P, is a conservative approximation to the correlated covariance matrix. 
Now consider the measurement vector mk given by 
mk = f@(h) + wk + vk , 
where wk and v, were defined above. For convenience, the measurement is 
incorporated into the state linearly via 
g(tk +) = %(tk -) + K,[m, - Hk;i(tk -)]. 
It then follows that 
where I is the n x n identity matrix. The covariances of e, and ed satisfy the 
update equations 
Pn(tk +> = (I- Kc&) Pn(h -)(I - K,HrJ= + KFwJK~= 
Pct(tk i-1 = (I- K,H,) P&k -> (I- K&J= + KGvJK~= 
+ (I- &Hd edh -> vkTKkT + KkvkedT(tk -) (I - K&l,)=. 
(1.11) 
Using a conservative approximation to the last two terms of (1.11) analogous 
to (1) gives the following update equations for P, and Pd: 
Pn(tzc +) = (I- K&J Pn(t,c ->(I - K,H,J= + K&cK,c= (1.12) 
P&k +) = (I- W4c) P&r -) V - K&JT (1 + A) 
(1.13) 
+ Kc4JGT (1 + +) , 
where pk > 0, A, > vkvkT, R, = w kwkT. Again note that the P, equation 
is exact while the Pd equation is a conservative approximation. If the measure- 
ment contains no correlated measurement noise, the equation for Pd is given 
by 
Pdtrc +> = (I- K,H,) P&k -> (I- K&d=. (1.14) 
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2. OPTIMUM CHOICE OF PARAMETERS AND FILTER GAINS 
Differential equations and update equations for both the correlated and 
uncorrelated components of the estimation error covariance matrix have been 
developed. Because these equations are either exact or conservative, we are 
assured that their use will yield an approximation to the true estimation error 
covariance matrix which is always conservative. In order to minimize the 
state uncertainty as determined by these conservative equations, the following 
optimization problem is proposed. 
Find the measurement gains Ki ,..., K,; the parameters /3, ,,.., /3& (for 
those measurements with correlated measurement noise); and the function 
h(t) which minimize the scalar cost functional 
with L = LT > 0. Note that if Pd were the actual correlated covariance matrix, 
J would be the mean value of the quadratic form eT( T) Le( 2’) in the estima- 
tion error at time T, e(T). The choice of possible measurement gains is 
unrestricted. However, only positive values of h(t) and & are meaningful 
and the following restrictions will be placed on these variables. 
(R.l) A(t) is a measurable function such that h(t) > 0 and A(t) and 
l/A(t) are bounded. 
(R.2) flk > 0 for measurements with correlated measurement noise. 
(Measurements with noise independent of the prior estimation error do not 
require a fl control variable.) 
The quantities Kl ,..., K,; & ,..., pl; and the function A(t) will be said to 
comprise an admissible control program if they satisfy (R.l) and (R.2). In 
addition the following assumptions, which guarantee the existence of certain 
matrix inverses, are required in the proof of Theorem 2 and sufficiency in 
Theorem 1 below. 
(a) The initial covarinace matrix is nonsingular, i.e., 
P&O) + p&J > 0. (2-l) 
(b) If the kth measurement contains only uncorrelated measurement 
noise, 
R, > 0, (2.2) 
otherwise 
A, + R, > 0. (2.3) 
Theorems 1 and 2, the major analytic results of this paper, will be stated 
here and proved in the next five sections. 
3 <A) denotes trace (A). 
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THEOREM 1. An admissible control program minimizes / relative to all other 
admissible control programs if and only if the optimah’ty conditions, (2.4)- 
(2.13), are satisjed: 
(i) costate equations (C is an n X n matrix): 
(I? = -CF - FTC, (2.4) 
C(T) = L, (2.5) 
qt, -) = (1 - KkffkY qt, +I (1 - K,&); (2.6) 
(ii) definitions of p(t), p(t): 
CL(~) = exp [j’ h(s) ds] [ n 
t kftk>t 
(1 + A)] > (2.7) 
et> = PW PdW +P,(t); (2.8) 
(iii) conditions on control program: 
w> m(t) P&D = dmt> P(t)>, (2.9) 
ks d/(c(t, -> Pd(tk -1) = V?c(tk +) KkAkKk=>, (2.10) 
c(tk +) Kc = c(t, +) P(tk -) &=[&&k -) f&= + uk]-l, 
(2.11) 
where 
U, = R, (2.12) 
for a measurement with no correlated measurement noise and 
Uk=Rk+vA, 
k 
(2.13) 
for a measurement with correlated measurement noise.4 
When the rank of the terminal weighting matrix L is less than the dimen- 
sion of the state, the optimum filter gains Kk are not unique, although by 
Theorem 1 all gains satisfying the optimality conditions must result in the 
same (minimum) cost J. The consequences of this nonuniqueness are 
described in the following theorem. 
4 Note that Uk > 0. For a measurement without correlated measurement noise, 
(2.2) and (2.12) imply that U, is nonsingular. In the case of correlated measurement 
noise, Al, + Rk > 0 by assumption (2.3). This, together with restriction (R.l) and 
Lemma 3 of the sequel imply that 7J, is nonsingular. 
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THEOREM 2. If the costate matrix C is singular, which occurs ;f and only if 
L is singular, (2.11) does not uniquely define Kk when the right-hand side is 
given. In this case, alteration of an optimal control program by changing the 
$lter gains to other values which satisfy (2.11) with the original values of C and r’ 
gives a control program yielding the same cost J and satisfying the optimality 
conditions. Furthermore, if h(t) and ,B1 ,..., pE are part of an optimal control 
program, the equations for Pd and P, may be integrated forward using the 
“Kalman” measurement gains 
I?, = P”(tk -) HkT[HkP(t, -) HkT + U&l, (2.14) 
where p = PP, + P, is determined from the newly calculated P,, and Pd 
matrices, with the result that the new control program incorporating the & 
gains satisfies the optimality conditions and yields the same cost as the original 
control program.5 
3. NECESSARY CONDITIONS WITH STAGING 
Because this problem contains discrete measurement incorporation, there 
are a series of state discontinuities or stagings, depending upon discrete 
control parameters, as well as continuous phases. In this section, necessary 
conditions derived from the maximum principle which apply to this class 
of staging problems are stated. The following is presented as an outline and 
not a rigorous proof since the procedure closely parallels that of Warga [3]. 
Consider the n-dimensional-state vector x which satisfies a fixed initial 
condition and the differential equation 
k = f(x, tl, t) 
except at 1 staging times, t, < t, < ... < t, , where 
(3.1) 
X@k +> = &Wk -), Yk). 
It is assumed that the right-hand side of (3.1) has the continuity properties 
necessary for the validity of the maximum principle [4]. g, is a continuously 
differentiable function. The cost function to be minimized is a scalar function 
of the final value of the state vector, i.e., 
J = JWz+d. 
5 Note that the linear difference-differential equations satisfied by P,, , Pa, and C 
together with their positive semidefinite boundary conditions guarantee that P,(t), 
Pd(t), C(t) > 0 for all t, t, Q t Q T. 
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Following the approach of Warga, the above problem may be reformulated 
as a single-stage problem with the new independent variable 8, 0 < 0 < 1, 
and augmented state and control vectors: 
W) = [XT(~,(@) ,..., x=(M)), XT@, -) ,..., x’(t, -), VIT )..., V&q*, 
w4 = whm..., u%(ew, 
where, for k = 0, l,..., I, 
With the new variables, the staging conditions become left-end boundary 
conditions while right-end boundary conditions result from the fact that 
44% -1 = X(%-l(lN~ 
Applying the maximum principle to the single-stage-transformed problem 
yields the following necessary conditions in terms of the original variables: 
(a) costate equations (X is an n vector): 
where the Hamiltonian H is defined by 
H = P(t) f(x(t), u(t), t) 
aMtl+lN = 
A(G+d = [ &(tl+,) 1 ) 
h(44 -1 = [ %kW -19 VJ T ax@, -) ] h(tk +I; 
(b) optimality condition on vlC: 
qt, +> %k4tle -), WJ = OT. 
ah 
, 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(35) 
(c) optimality condition on u(t). 
The optimal u(t) minimizes H(x, h, t, u). (3.6) 
6 Note that the quantities x(t,-) and uk are constants relative to 0 variations and 
satisfy trivial differential equations. 
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4. PROOF OF NECESSITY IN THEOREM 1 
Returning to the original matrix-state optimization problem, define a 
costate matrix C, , with Cdeij the costate for Pd,ii and a costate matrix C, 
with Cjj the costate for Pn,ij . Then the Hamiltonian for the system is given by 
H = (Cd=(FPd + PdF= + AP, + Q/h) + C=(FP, + P,,F=)). (4.1) 
Writing the equation 
aH 
(A$ = - ap,,.j 
in matrix form yields optimality condition (2.4). Similarly, the differential 
equation 
cd = --c&F - FTC, - AC, 
holds for C, . By (3.3), it follows that 
C(T) = C,(T) = L 
and (2.5) holds. Applying (3.4) yields (2.6) and 
C&k -1 = (I- KJf,)= Cd& +I (I- Wh) (1 
By (4.2)-(4.4) it follows that the right-hand side of 
G(t) = P(t) C(t) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
Bd (4.4) 
(4.5) 
satisfies the difference differential equations for C, , where p(t) is defined 
by (2.7). Since those C, equations are linear, they have a unique solution and 
(4.5) follows. Applying (3.5) along with (4.5) yields optimality conditions 
(2.10) and (2.11) with the definitions (2.8), (2.12), and (2.13). By (3.6), it 
follows that h(t) minimizes the quantity 
W <C(t) P&)) + (C(t) QWW (4.6) 
Since h > 0 and C, Pd , Q > 0, (4.6) may be rewritten as 
(z/V) <C(t) P&D - d/(W) QW>/W2 + 2 d<W P&)> (C(t) Q(t)>, 
and if a minimizing x(t) exists, it must cause the term in parentheses above 
to vanish and hence must satisfy (2.9). 
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5. A NEW FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
The following reformulation of the covariance equations is interesting 
in itself and is required in the proof of Theorem 1 and sufficiency in Theo- 
rem 1. Define 
w = ~(a-44~ 
m = lIP(O, 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) z’k = Bk/P(tk -1. 
Then employing the function p(t) defined in (2.8), it follows that 
p”(h) = ~&J/W + ~7db) 
and between measurements 
P=FP+PFT+Q~~, 
s’ = u. 
At a measurement ime 
p”(tk +) = (I - KkHk) P”(tk -) (I - KkHk)T + KJJkKkT, 
where for a measurement with no correlated measurement noise 
u, = Kc, 
&k +> = 4Pk -), 
and for a measurement with correlated measurement noise 
At the final time T, 
u, = Kc -I- A,lv, 
s(?k +) = &k -) + Vk * 
J = <huh 
t(T) = 1. 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
Equations (5.6), (5.9) and (5.11) yield the following expression for t(t): 
‘f(t) = 1 - c ok - 
s 
f U(S) ds. (5.14) 
klt,>t 
In the new formulation, the control variables comprising the control 
program are u(t) for to < t < T, vk for the measurements with correlated 
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noise, and the filter gains Kk . A control program in the new formulation 
corresponds to an admissible control program in the original formulation if 
and only if 
(i) u(t) is measurable, u(t) > 0, and 
1 vk + j-1 u( t, dt < 1 ; (5.15) 
k 
(ii) vk > 0 for measurements with correlated measurement noise. 
To show the equivalence of the two sets of admissibility conditions, note 
that if (R.l) and (R.2) are satisfied, p(t) is bounded, p(t) > 1, and (i) and (ii) 
above follow by (5.1) and (5.3). C onversely, if (i) and (ii) above hold, (5.2) 
and (5.14) imply that p(t) is bounded, p(t) 3 1, and (R.l) and (R.2) follow 
by (5.1) and (5.3). 
In order to transform the original optimality conditions into a convenient 
form for the new formulation, it is necessary to obtain the following result. 
This result will also be used in the discussion of numerical optimization 
techniques. 
LEMMA 1. Consider a control program satisfying the optimality conditions 
except that (2.11) need not be satisfied. Then the quantity 
Y = PYCPd> (5.16) 
is constant. 
Proof. Between measurements it follows by the differential equations for 
,LL, C, and Pd and the optimality condition for X that 3 = 0. At a measurement, 
it follows by the update equations for CL, C, and Pd and the optimality condi- 
tions for the pk that y(t, +) = y(t, -). With these results, the lemma follows 
by induction. 
The optimality conditions for the new formulation now become (2.4)- 
(2.6) defining C(t), (2.11) for the measurement gains and the transforms 
of (2.9) and (2.10), 
(5.17) 
where 
A’%, = d(c(tk +> KkAkKk=>, (5.18) 
Yo = <P&o) C(to)>it2(to). (5.19) 
The algebraic manipulations of the lemma may be reversed to show that 
if the new optimality conditions are satisfied, then 
<CPd> = Yot2 
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and thus that the original optimality conditions are satisfied. Thus the new 
conditions are equivalent to the original ones. 
Assume for the moment that the theorems are true and that if an optimum 
solution exists, by Theorem 2, the optimum cost can be obtained employing 
filter gains of the form 
I?, = I+, -) HkT[Hk&(tk -) HkT + U&l. 
This gain matrix is the one employed in a normal Kalman filter with a 
priori covariance p(tk -) and independent noise covariance U, . a, will 
thus be called the K&an gain. When xr, is employed, the filter gains need 
not be considered as control variables and the control program then consists 
only of u(t) and or ,..., z+ . In this context the control problem becomes one 
of minimizing a function of the final covariance in a Kalman filtering problem 
where the initial covariance matrix, process noise covariance, and measure- 
ment noise covariance depend on the control program. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The proof depends on the following lemma which will be proved at the end 
of this section. 
LEMMA 2. Consider a control program satisfring optimality condition (2.11) 
and suppose that the filter gains Kk are changed to new values K,’ while h(t) 
and PI ,..., /31 (and therefore u(t) and vl ,..., VJ remain jixed. This control 
program change results in new values C’(t) and p’(t) instead of C(t) and P(t). If 
C(t, +) [K,’ - Kk] = 0 (6.1) 
holds for each varied filter gain, then 
C’(t) = C(t), 
C(t) [P(t) - P(t)] = 0 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
for t, < t < T, and at each measurement time, p:‘(tk -) and K,’ satisfy 
optima&y condition (2.11). 
To prove the main part Theorem 2, recall that L = C(T). By (5.12) 
J’ - J = (C(T) [I’ - &T)l) and J’=I 
by (6.3) of the lemma. Satisfaction of optimality conditions (5.17)-(5.19) and 
(2.11) follows immediately from the lemma. 
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Induction on the number of Kalman measurement gains in the control 
program will be employed to show that a control program composed entirely 
of Kalman gains satisfies the optimality conditions and results in the original 
cost. Consider a control program in which the first m measurement gain 
matrices are Kalman and the remaining gains are taken from the original 
control program. It will be shown that this control program satisfies the 
optimality conditions, yields the original cost, and results in the same C(t) 
function as the original control program for any m from zero to the total 
number of measurements. 
If m = 0, the result is true since the original control program is employed. 
Assume that the result is true for the first m measurement gains Kalman 
gains and consider a new prime control program with the first (m + 1) gains 
Kalman gains. Since the two control programs are identical up to time tm+r -, 
mn+, -) = hn,l -) and the Kalman gain Km+, is given by 
Kn+1 = &m+1 -1 Kri-iJ&+J%n+l -1 Ki+, + Qn+,l-’ .
(Note that the matrix inverse exists since U,,, > 0.) Multiplying the above 
equation by C(t,+, +) and subtracting (2.11) with k = m + 1 yields 
C(L+, +) Kn+l - L+J = 0. 
Since the measurement gains in the two control programs are identical at the 
other measurements, it follows that (6.1) holds for all K and the result for 
(m + 1) Kalman gains follows by Lemma 2. 
To show that C(t) is singular if and only if L is singular, note by the pre- 
ceding result that the Kalman gains & may be employed to compute C(t). 
Now, it may be verified that 
(I - I&H,) [I + p(t, -) HkTU,lHk] = I (6.4) 
and thus that (I - &Hk) is nonsingular. Let w(t) satisfy the equation 
ti = Fw between measurements and w(t, +) = (I - &H,) w(t, -) at a 
measurement ime. Since (I- I&H&) is nonsingular, w(t) can be specified 
by giving its value at any particular time, and if this value is nonzero, w(t) 
will be nonzero for all times. Finally, it follows easily that wrCw is a constant. 
Thus if L is singular, choose w(T) to be a nonzero null vector of L. Then 
w=(t) C(t) w(t) = 0 and since C(t) > 0, w(t) is a nonzero null vector of C(t), 
and C(t) is singular. If C(t) is singular for some t, choose w(t) to be nonzero 
null vector of C(t). Then w( 2’) is a nonzero null vector of L and L is singular. 
Proof of Lemma 2. It will first be proved that C’(t) = C(t). Proceed by 
induction, letting 
D(t) = C(t) - C(t). 
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By (2.9, D(T) = 0. Suppose that D(tk -) = 0. By (2.4) if follows that 
between t,-, and t, , D(t) satisfies the linear differential equation 
D = - FTD - DF and thus D(t) = 0 for t,-, < t < tk and D(t,-, +) = 0. 
Now suppose that D(tk +) = 0. Then by (2.6) 
D(tn: -) = - HkyK; - Kg C(t, +> (I - K,H,) 
- (I - Q%)* C&c +) Kc - Kc) fb 
+ f4cT(& - Kd= C(t, +) (K,’ - Kc) Hiz , 
and by (6.1), D(tk -) = 0. By induction, if follows that C’(t) = C(t) for all t. 
The remainder of Lemma 2 will now be proved by induction. Let 
D(t) = P’(t) - p”(t). (6.5) 
By (5.4), D(ts) = 0. Assume that C(t, +) D(tlc +) = 0. By (2.4) and (5.5), 
the quantity (CD) satisfies the differential equation between tk and t,,, , 
(Cb) = - FT(CD) + (CD)FT. S’ mce this is a linear differential equation, 
c(t) D(t) = 0 for t, < t < tk+l and C(t,+, -) D(t,+l -) = 0. Now assume 
that C(t, -) D(tk -) = 0, and to simplify the notation let 
M=I-KJIk, G = K,’ - Kk , 
N = I - P(tk -) HkT[H&t, -) HkT + U,l-’ Hk . 
(64 
By (6.4), N is nonsingular, and by hypothesis, (2.11) is satisfied and hence 
C(t, i-) M = C(t, +) N. The update equation for C, (2.6), may be rewritten 
as c(t, -) = MTC(tk +) M, and by the induction hypothesis, 
0 = C(t, -) D(tk -) = MT(t, +) MD(tk -) = NT(t, +) MD(tk -), 
and since N is nonsingular, 
W, +) MD(tk -) = 0. (6.7) 
Also, the lemma hypothesis (5.1) may be rewritten as 
Now, by (5.7) 
C(t, +) G = 0. WY 
and 
P(t, +) = M& -) MT + KJJ&kT (6.9) 
p’(tk +) = (M - GH,) [P(t, -) + D(tk -)] (M - GHk)T 
+ (Kk: + ‘3 u,(K, + G)*. 
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Subtracting (6.9) gives 
D(tk +) = MD(t, -) (M - GH,)T + KJJ,GT - MP(t, -) H,JGT 
+ GVJdK, + GJT - fb[P”(tk -) + D(te -)] (M - G&JT}, 
and in view of (6.7) (6.8), and (6.6) 
C&c +) D(trc +> = C(t, +) K#bT&, -) H& + U,l Q 
(6.10) 
- W, +I &c -1 HrcTQ. 
Finally, substituting (2.11) into the first term on the right-hand side of 
(6.10) yields C(t, +) D(tk +) = 0, and it follows by induction that 
C(t) [P(t) - F(t)] = 0 for all t. 
To show that optimality condition (2.11) is satisfied by the new control 
program, note that (2.11) is satisfied if and only if the quantity 
W, = C(t, +) [K,‘U, - (I - K,‘H,) p’(t, -) H$] (6.11) 
vanishes. Because the original measurement gain satisfies (2.1 l), if nonprime 
quantities are substituted into (6.11) the result is zero. Substracting this 
equation from (6.11) gives 
W, = C(t, +) [GU, - MD(tk -) HkT + GH$‘(t, -) HkT], 
where D is defined by (6.5). Substitution of (6.7) and (6.8) above gives the 
desired result 
w,=o, 
and thus (2.11) is satisfied by the new control program. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 2. 
7. PROOF OF SUFFICIENCY IN THEOREM 1 
In this section, the “if” portion of Theorem 1 will be proved. In order to 
expedite the main part of the proof, two preliminary results will be obtained. 
LEMMA 3. Given the symmetric positive semidefinite matrices A and B 
and the positive scalars x and y such that A + B > 0, c = xA + B, 
B =yA+ B, then 
(4 C,B>O (7.1) 
(b) yD-1 < xc-1 + (y - x) c-lBC-1. (7.2) 
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Proof. (a) Consider the matrix c. Clearly f? 2 0. Assume c is singular, 
letting v be a nonzero null vector. Then 0 = vr& = xvTBv + vTBv. 
Since A, B > 0; x > 0, it follows that VTAV = vTBv = 0 and thus 
vT(A + B) v = 0, 
a contradiction. The same result follows for D. 
(b) Observe that ye = XB + (y - x) B and thus 
yD-1 = D-‘[XD + (y - x) B] c-1, 
Or 
y&l zz xc-1 + (y - x) @BP-l. (7.3) 
Now, c = D - (y - x) A and thus D-l = @[D - (y - X) A] D-r or 
B-1 = c-1 - (y _ &q fy&j-1. (7.4) 
Substituting (7.4) into (7.3) gives 
yj-j-l = &-1 + (y _ .$ c-l&-’ - (y _ %)” ~-l&-l&-l. (7.5) 
Let M = Afi-lB. Equation (7.2) will follow from (7.5) if it can be shown 
that M > 0. Observe that B = D - yA and thus 
M = AD-@ - yA) = (I - yAD-1) A = (D - yA) D-l/l 
or M = BD-lA. Thus A&lB = B&IA and 
or 
M = A@B + yA&l(B@A - A+B) 
= (I - yA&1) A&lB + yAr)-lBd-IA 
= (D - yA) B-lAB-lB + yAn-lBD-lA 
M = Blj-IAd-lB + yAi%lB6-‘A > 0 
and the proof of Lemma 3 is complete. 
LEMMA 4. Let u(t); cul ,..., v,; Kl ,..., K1 be an admissible control program 
in which ICI ,..., KC are Kalman gains. Then p(t) > 0 for t,, < t < T and the 
quantities 
S(t) = P(t)-‘, A(t) = P(t) C(t) P(t) 
satisfy the following equations between measurements 
S=-FS-SF-SQSIU, (7.6) 
(1 = F*A + AF*T, (7.7) 
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where 
F* = F f QS/u, (7.8) 
and at a measurement time, 
w, +) = qt, -) + H,‘lJ,IHk , V-9) 
4t.k -) = Jtx +). (7.10) 
Proof. Since the control program is admissible, [(t,,) > 0. Then, by 
(2.1), (2.8), (5.2) and (7.1), 
&) > 0. (7.11) 
Also, as was mentioned earlier, 
lJ, > 0. (7.12) 
It is known that in a Kalman filtering problem with Kalman filter gains 
employed at measurements, (7.11) and (7.12) imply p(t) > 0 [5]. Equation 
(7.6) follows by (5.5) and (7.7) follows by (2.4) and (5.5). To prove (7.9) and 
(7.10), note that at a measurement with a Kalman gain [6] 
P(t, +) = (I - IfkHk) p”(tk -). (7.13) 
By (6.4) it follows that 
s(t, +) = W, -) [I + &, -) &‘U;‘61 
and (7.9) follows. Combining (2.6) and (7.13) gives (7.10) and the proof of 
Lemma 4 is complete. 
Assume that the admissible control program, u(t), or ,..., oz , Kr ,..., K, , 
satisfies the optimality conditions and let i(t), 6, ,..., 6, , &?r ,..., I& , be 
another admissible control program. By Theorem 2, the filter gains may be 
changed to the Kalman gains & determined by u(t), o1 ,..., u)l without 
changing the value of the cost J. Also, it is well known that in a Kalman 
filtering problem employment of Kalman gains results in the minimum value 
of the final covariance P”(T) [7], and thus the gains & may be changed to 
Kalman gains corresponding to the remainder of the (“) control program 
without increasing the value of the cost J. Thus, it may be assumed without 
loss of generality that Kalman measurement gains are employed in both 
control programs. 
Now, let S = P-l, s = &l, and define 
A=S-S, a=&~, v=ii--u. (7.14) 
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Then by (5.4) and (7.2), 
443) < 44l> w ~&ll) w0)/~“(4?). 
By (7.6) for t # t, , 
d=-FTA-AF+M, 
where 
M = - (AQS + SQA)/u + vSQSlu2 - (uA - vS) Q(uA 
and thus 
M < - (AQS + SQA)/u + vSQS/u2. 
Finally, inserting (7.17) into (7.16) gives 
d < - F*TA - AF* + vSQSIu2, 
- 
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(7.15) 
(7.16) 
vS)/u%, 
(7.17) 
(7.18) 
where F* is defined by (7.8). At a measurement ime, by (7.9), 
4 +) = 4, -> + H,TN,H,, (7.19) 
where Nk = 0 if the measurement noise is uncorrelated and 
Nit = (4 + 4&Y - (4 + A&J&~ 
for correlated measurement noise. Thus, for the uncorrelated case, 
4&c +> = 4 ->- (7.20) 
In the correlated case, by (7.2), 
Nk < c6k - ’ ) e)k2 k CR* + Ak/vk)-l Ak(Rk + Ak/vk)-l (7.21) 
and by (7.18), (7.21), and (5.10), 
A(tk +) 6 A(tk -) +(‘k--2uk) H,’ U,-lAkU,-lHk. (7.22) 
At the final time T, 
3(T) = [S(T) + A(T)]-l = [S(T)]-l {[S(T) + A(T)] - A(T)} S(T)-l 
or 
8(T) = p(T) - [S(T) + A(T)]-l A(T) P”(T). (7.23) 
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Also 
[S(T) + 4w1 = WY {[WY + 4T)l - q.)) [S(T) + WT 
or 
[S(T)+ d(T)]-l = P"(T)- P(T)d(T)[S(T)+ d(T)]-< (7.24) 
Inserting (7.24) into (7.23) yields 
&T) = P”(T) - PI(T)d(T)P(T) + P(T)d(T)~(T)d(T) P(T), 
and thus 
Now, let 
i(T) > P”(T) - F(T)d(T)PI(T). (7.25) 
4(t) = <4t) 4)> - ‘Yo40, (7.26) 
where ‘ys is defined by (5.19). In the following steps, use is made of the fact 
that if A 2 B, C 3 0, then (AC) 3 (BC). This follows because the trace of 
the product of two positive semidefinite matrices is non-negative. By (7.15) 
and by the definition of A and S, 
Thus, in view of (7.26) and (5.19), 
4kJ G 0. (7.27) 
When t # t, , (7.7) and (7.18) hold and (A;) < v(ASQS)/u2. Also, by (5.6) 
and (7.14), do = v, and by optimality condition (5.17), (ki) < yak, and 
by the definition of q(t), (7.26), 
p < 0. (7.28) 
At a measurement with uncorrelated measurement noise, by (7.10) and (7.20), 
<A(h +)4& +I> = <4& -)A(& -)>, and by (5.9), a(& +) = a(& -) 
and thus 
d4c +I = dtle -1. (7.29) 
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At a measurement with correlated measurement noise, by (7.10) and (7.22), 
(4, i-1 4 +I> < <4?e -> 4 -)> (7.30) 
+ (6, - Q) (A(t, +) HkTU,lA,U,lHk)/v,? 
Now, a Kalman gain may be written as [7] 
K, = P(tk +) HkT&$ (7.31) 
and the definition of A(t) and (7.31) give 
(Jtl, +> H,cTKIA,uilHsJ = <C(t, +) Kc4KlcT>. (7.32) 
Substitution of optimality condition (5.18) into (7.32) yields 
(A(tk +) HkTU;lA,U;lHk) = 3/,,vk? (7.33) 
Substituting (7.33) into (7.30) gives 
~~(t, +> 4, +D G Mtl, -> 4, -)> + Id% - Vk). (7.34) 
Also, by (5.11) and (7.14), 
&c +> = ‘Y(tl, -) + 6, - Vk , (7.35) 
and thus by (7.26), (7.34), and (7.35) 
Q(tk +> d P@k -)- (7.36) 
By (7.27)-(7.29) and (7.36), it follows by induction that q(t) < 0 for all t 
and in particular q(T) < 0. By (5.13) and (7.14), al(T) = 0 and thus, by the 
definition of 4, (7.26), 
0 b U(T) W)) = <C(T) F(T) 4q qv, (7.37) 
where the last equality follows from the definition of $. Now, by (7.37) 
(2.5) and (7.25), 0 3 (Lp(T)d(T)P”(T)) > (L[p(T) - P(T)]) or, by (5.12), 
I>, J, which completes the proof of sufficiency. 
8. A NUMERICAL OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE 
Although necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality have been 
found, there remains the problem of finding an admissible control program 
which satisfies these conditions and is thus a global optimum. In this section 
an iterative technique is presented which produces a relatively large change in 
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the control program at each iteration with a guaranteed decrease in cost. 
Although no convergence proof is given, under sufficiently restrictive con- 
ditions the convergence of the sequence of control programs could be proven 
employing equicontinuity of the sequence. The computation required for each 
iteration consists of evaluation of the cost functional and computations 
comparable to finding its gradient with respect to the control program. The 
method appears attractive because it requires no step size calculations or 
one-dimensional minimizations while providing rapid convergence on the 
problems to which it has been applied. 
During the discussion of the numerical optimization technique, the 
formulation of the problem employing the variables p, U, vk will be used. 
Conceptually, an iteration step is divided into two phases, although for the 
purposes of computation these phases are combined into a single step of the 
procedure. In the first phase, the control variables u(t); v1 ,..., vL are con- 
sidered fixed and the filter gains & ,..., K, are chosen to minimize the cost J. 
In this case, the optimum filter gains can be calculated explicitly without 
iteration, and employing the new filter gains with the unchanged u(t); 
Vl ,**., vl variables is sure to result in a reduction in cost. The second phase 
begins with the new filter gains Ki ,..., K, obtained in the first phase. Now 
the filter gains are considered fixed and the other control variables u(t); 
z~i ,.,., vl are chosen to minimize the cost J. Again, the optimum values of 
the control variables can be calculated explicitly without iteration, and 
employing the new values with the unchanged filter gains must result in a 
cost decrease. The optimization procedure starts with an initial guess of the 
u(t); "1,*.*, vr portion of the control program and the two-phase iteration 
step is repeated until the cost decrease and control program changes become 
negligible. 
As discussed above, p(t) is the covariance matrix in a Kalman filtering 
problem where the initial covariance, process noise covariance, and measure- 
ment noise covariances depend on the variables u(t); vi ,..., v, . In the first 
phase with these variables fixed, the filter gains which minimize J are the 
Kalman gains (2.14) [7]. The first phase of the iteration step thus consists of 
integrating the covariance equation (5.5) forward employing the given 
u(t); Vl ,*a*, or variables and Kalman gains. 
The second phase of the iteration step requires the optimum choice of 
u(t); ‘q ,..., vr when the filter gains are fixed. Optimality conditions (5.17) 
and (5.18) apply as necessary conditions in this case since they require that 
J be stationary relative to variations in u(t); vi ,..., v, . Employing (5.14) 
and (5.19) to eliminate 6 from these equations yields 
u(t) = d(W) Q(W, 
vk = hc@k +) KkAkKk=>is, 
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where 
Equations (5.17) and (5.18) are sufficient as well as necessary conditions for 
the optimality of u(t); o1 ,..., zlr with fixed filter gains. The proof of this fact is 
a minor modification of the sufficiency proof in Ref. [I] and will not be 
presented here. The required costate matrix C(t) is obtained by integrating 
(2.4) backward from its end condition (2.5). The sum and integral in the 
expression for s are calculated during this backward integration and the scalars 
d(C(t, +) KkAkKkT) and v’( C(t) Q(t)) are stored in order that u(t) and 
zlr ,..., vl may be calculated during the next forward integration of P(t). A 
forward integration of p(t) with the old filter gains and new values of u(t) 
and v1 ,..., o1 would serve no purpose except to verify that a cost decrease 
has indeed been effected by changing u(t); vi ,..., z1r . Thus, in practice, the 
second phase ends with the backward integration of C(t) and storage of 
variables required to calculate u(t); vl ,..., vl, and the first phase is reentered. 
In order to find the time histories of P, and Pd after the numerical opti- 
mization routine has converged, the original differential-difference equations 
must be evaluated using the values of A(t) anf Pk computed from the optimum 
values of u(t) and vk . 
9. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section, numerical results are presented on the application of the 
method described above to the problem of estimating the deviation of a 
satellite from its nominal trajectory about a rotating model Earth. It is 
assumed that the inverse square component of the Earth’s gravity field is 
known exactly while the other terms in the tenth-order spherical harmonic 
expansion of the Earth’s gravity field (with a zero J2 term) are unknown 
perturbations driving the satellite’s equations of motion. The nominal 
trajectory is a polar ellipse with eccentricity of 0.8. 
Because the difference-differential equations for Pd are essentially worst 
case approximations, the state equations must be written in such a way that 
the energy of the orbit, as reflected by the estimated covariance matrix, lies 
within the physically realizable bounds dictated by the conservative force 
field. To this end, the energy equation is used to eliminate as a forcing 
function the perturbing acceleration along the nominal velocity vector. In 
this case the forcing function f in (2.1) is given by Gd, where G is a 6 x 3 
matrix determined from the nominal trajectory and d is a 3 vector consisting 
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of the cross-track components of the perturbing acceleration and the per- 
turbing specific potential energy. 
The Q matrix for this problem is given by GDGT, where D = m. D is 
approximated for the nominal elliptical orbit in two steps. First, d is computed 
from the model for a polar circular orbit with altitude equal to the pericenter 
altitude of the ellipse, and ddT is averaged over a single-orbit period with all 
cross correlations set to zero. Then D is approximated for the elliptical orbit 
by scaling for radial dependence the average ddT for the circular orbit 
computed above as though all of the components of d arise from the J3 term 
in the spherical harmonic model. 
The matrix L in the optimal control cost function is chosen so that 
(L[P,(T) + Pd(T)]) is the estimated mean-square position estimation error. 
This seems to be a reasonable cost function since in orbital problems small 
position errors usually imply small velocity errors as well. 
The nominal trajectory begins at perigee 500 000 feet over the north pole 
and is three periods in duration. Discrete scalar star-horizon measurements 
are incorporated every 10 degrees of true anomaly in the 180” region sym- 
metric about and closer to perigee. The measurements contain only white 
noise, and thus there are no ,&‘s for this problem. In all cases, the actual 
initial estimation errors are zero. 
Figures l-4 each contain two plots. The plot labeled “actual” is the true 
rms position estimation error, derived from an error anaIysis and composed 
of a component due to the white noise on the measurements and a component 
due to the perturbing spherical harmonic terms. The plot labeled “estimated” 
is the square root of the sum of the diagonal position components of the 
covariance matrix computed by the particular filter being used. 
Figure 1 presents the results for a standard Kalman filter with no process 
noise and a diagonal initial covariance matrix corresponding to rms errors 
of 1000 ft/axis in position and 10 ft/sec/axis in velocity. The filter remains 
FIG. 1. Kalman filter. 
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conservative for slightly less than one period, at which point divergence begins 
and increases steadily through the rest of the flight. 
Figure 2 presents the results for the final time optimal filter described 
above, which minimizes the position components of the estimated covariance 
matrix at the final time, in this case after three periods. The initial conditions 
FIG. 2. Final time optimal filter. 
on the filter covariance correspond to the true situation of zero position and 
velocity errors. As expected, the filter is conservative almost everywhere along 
the flight. The estimated error is reasonably close to the true error, particu- 
larly in the area around perigee. However, in order to minimize the cost at 
the final time, the filter has sacrificed accuracy early in the flight. This 
behavior would be particularly dangerous if an inflight emergency occurred 
early in the flight and corrective action were initiated based upon poor- 
quality state estimates. In order to alleviate this condition without reformulat- 
ing the optimization problem to include an integral cost, two alternate 
filters which are suboptimal with respect to the value of the estimated 
covariance matrix at the final time are presented here: 
The measurement ime optimal filter chooses h(t) over the interval between 
the time of the most recent measurement (or the initial time if no measure- 
ments have been taken) and the time of the next measurement (or the final 
time if all the measurements have been taken) in order to minimize the 
estimated mean-square-position estimation error at the next measurement 
time (or the final time if all the measurements have been taken). It should 
be recalled that these successive optimizations between measurements may 
be accomplished without iteration [l]. At each measurement ime a standard 
Kalman measurement incorporation is made, with the Kalman gain calculated 
from the present value of the estimated covariance matrix. The estimated 
covariance matrix, updated using the Kalman measurement gain, becomes 
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the initial condition for the optimization over the time interval to the next 
measurement. 
The integration-time optimal filter is conceptually similar to the measure- 
ment-time optimal filter in that h(t) is optimized over successive time intervals. 
However, in this case the time intervak correspond to numerical integration 
time steps. These time steps are functions of position along the nominal 
trajectory and in this example roughly correspond to the time required to 
traverse 1” of true anomaly. Again, these optimizations may be done without 
iteration. At each measurement ime, a Kalman measurement incorporation 
is made with the gain calculated using the estimated covariance matrix. 
The estimated covariance matrix, updated using the Kalman measurement 
gain, becomes the initial condition for the optimization over the next 
numerical integration time step. 
The performances of the measurement-time optimal and integration time 
optimal filters are presented in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. Both filters are 
conservative and give estimation errors at the final time which are close to 
E - = Actual 
$ 
& 
6 0 = Estimated 
FIG. 3. Measurement time optimal filter. 
6 
9 
0 
0 1 2 3 
TIME tperidrl 
FIG. 4. Integration time optimal filter. 
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that of the final-time optimal filter without the corresponding large sacrifice 
in initial accuracy. Since the measurement-time optimal filter requires the 
storage of a scalar time function between successive measurements, the 
integration-time optimal filter would appear superior from an on-board 
storage viewpoint. Additionally, if the time functions over an integration 
interval may be closely approximated by linear functions (an approximation 
made in this example), then use of the integration-time optimal filter allows 
the x(t) function to be computed over each integration step via the state 
transition matrix for that step, a quantity which must be computed in any 
case in order to propagate the state estimate. 
Figure 5 presents the resulting x(t) histories for the final-time optimal, 
measurement-time optimal, and integration-time optimal filters. 
- - Final Time Optimal 
0 * Measurement Time Optimal 
+ = Integration Time Optimal 
0 1 2 3 
TIME lpericdrl 
FIG. 5. Free parameter h histories. 
SUMMARY 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for minimizing a linear combination 
of the elements of the approximated estimation error covariance matrix at 
the end of an interval including discrete measurement incorporations have 
been presented. A particularly simple algorithm for the iterative solution of 
the associated two-point boundary problem has also been presented. Numer- 
ical results were given for an Earth orbiter comparing the performances of a 
standard Kalman filter, the final time optimal filter, and two simpler con- 
servative filters. One of the latter filters, the integration time optimal filter, 
appears particularly appealing for on-board application. 
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